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PLEASE CREDIT ANY QUOTES OR EXCERPTS FROM THIS PBS PROGRAM TO  

“PBS’ TO THE CONTRARY.” 

This week on to the contrary." First, questionable ethics – separating the trump white house from the 

trump brand. Then, giving Senator Warren a megaphone. Behind the headlines: Healing relationships 

damaged by the 2016 election. 

[♪♪] 

Hello, I'm Bonnie Erbé. Welcome to To The Contrary, a discussion of news and social trends from diverse 

Perspectives. Up first, the trump family and brand marketing first lady Melania trump filed a $150 

million lawsuit against the owner of the daily mail claiming the online news site defamed her in an 

article that included allegations about the first lady's past. The lawsuit argues the article damaged Mrs. 

trump’s “unique, once in a lifetime opportunity which could have garnered multi-million dollar business 



relationships." and after Nordstrom’s announced it was dropping first daughter Ivanka trump's fashion 

line, the president took to Twitter with a message that the department store treated his daughter 

unfairly. The tweet appeared on his personal Twitter as well as @potus. Then white house counselor 

Kellyanne Conway plugged Ivana’s clothing on fox news channel.  It is a wonderful line. I own some of it 

and I will give a free commercial buy it today on-line. Then it was revealed this week, president trump's 

son Eric, socked an almost $100,000 bill to the taxpayers, for secret service protection on a business trip 

to Uruguay to plug a trump organization property. Ethics experts claim this is a clear case where 

government agencies are forced to pay to support business operations that ultimately help to enrich the 

president himself.  

Bonnie Erbe: So, I'm scratching my head as I ask you this question but what are female trump voters 

thinking as they watch this procession of ethical violations?   

Patrice Lee: I think they are concerned. But then let's get back to the real reason why they voted for 

trump it was not because of ethics but they are concerned about the unemployment with their 

husbands and sons. 

Manal Omar: I think ethics is not involved why people voted for trump but this is a win for consumers 

and purchasing power and we're seeing heroes emerge from bureaucrats and lawyers and the everyday 

buyer.   

Ashe Schow: I will echo Patrice’s statements and say we are in a whole new area now where we were 

not used to a business perspective coming in and we are in unchartered territory. 

Avis Jones-DeWeever:  Like trump said he could shoot someone in the head and people would still 

support him and this is an example of that.   

Bonnie Erbe: As a trained lawyer I look at what is going on and I cannot believe it Kellyanne a regular on 

the show for 20 years sitting in front of the white house logo pushing a brand. And he said he was going 

to clean -- drain the swamp. The swamp IS now an ocean because of all the extra crap that he has put 

into it.   

Patrice Lee: It's not a good look. But you know, it's amazing. Pew --  

Bonnie Erbe: Why aren't there consequences? Anybody else any other president would have fired a so-

called adviser, counselor who did something like that on the spot? This is corrupt. This is self --  

Ashe Schow:  Another example of that happening?   

Bonnie Erbe: No, because nobody -- there's never been a white house like this before.   

Ashe Schow: We are in unchartered -- we don't know. We have not had someone straight from a 

business coming in the white house.  

Bonnie Erbe: Your government position to enrich yourself or your friends. It is a clear ethical violation.  



Ashe Schow: I'm not sure how he would be able to completely get away from his business. He has so 

many.  

Avis Jones- Weever:  A blind trust which he refuses to do. And releases the taxes.  

Avis Jones-DeWeever: Let me tell you, Kellyanne did what her boss told her to do that is why she is not 

fired. When you look at the specific -- clearly when she is on tv she knows he is watching and she knows 

she needs to keep him happy and that is what he wants to hear. When you saw his reaction to what 

happened with Nordstrom’s and it was a business decision if I see something with trump in the store I 

will not buy it.  

Bonnie Erbe: And grab your wallet that is a bigger -- a business decision on -- [all talking at once] the 

clients are telling them I'm not buying until you drop her brand and it wasn't selling.  

Manal Omar: And that is one of the things, I continue to look for the silver linings we are seeing and I do 

think the accountability regardless of who and how and where is one of those silver linings. And the rule 

of law is an example but the power of consumers. Particularly as Americans we've always criticized 

ourselves for being so consumer driven. It's nice to see how consumer power is doing what people 

perceive to be good work.  

Ashe Schow: It's misplaced we are boycotting Ivana trump because she supports her father. I will always 

support my father so people will attack me and not just him and I think that is unfair.   

Bonnie Erbe: Yeah, but, I mean, until he puts everything he owns in a blind trust, do you want to keep 

seeing more ethical violations rising against him? This is going to dog him his entire presidency. Many 

times a day every day.   

Ashe Schow: Maybe not many times a day. But I think there's going to be a lot of problems with his 

children being so close and running the business because in the Eric trump situation he has secret 

service. If he is still doing stuff with the business that is going to be secret service and taxpayers paying 

for things and that needs to be looked into and we need to figure it out and trump has to be willing to 

go along with it. We have not dealt with this before. And so there's going to be stadium base metals and 

new – stumbles and new things to learn and we cannot assign the worst motives to trump. 

Bonnie Erbe: Are conservative women concerned? Look at Melania Trump sues a blogger because he 

wrote something about --   

Ashe Schow: He called her an escort.  

Bonnie Erbe: Escort. And she said that that denied her a marketing opportunity? She is looking at the 

first lady's position as a marketing opportunity. That doesn't bother conservative women?   

Patrice Lee: I think the administration has gone back and said that was misunderstood in the lawsuit 

itself.   

Bonnie Erbe: Everything they don't like is misunderstood and they have to reinterpret it. >> 



Patrice Lee: I think when it comes to conservative women, my original point was when they elected 

Donald Trump they were thinking about their husbands and sons who are blue-collar workers and --  

Bonnie Erbe:  how about themselves?  

Patrice Lee: And they are tied to their families. They have seen incomes fall and economic mobility so 

hard to do when pew interviewed Americans in December and then the beginning of January, the 

concern over these issues dropped from 65% to about 57%. So Americans are not as concerned. We can 

see what is going to happen with the month of February but I think people want to know whether the 

president can deliver on his promises, particularly to get them back to work.  

Bonnie Erbe: You know when he came into office, the December up employment dropped from 4.9 to 

4.8%. Which is anything below 5 is wonderful because you are not going to get much lower than that. So 

we left with an administration who got the unemployment rate down after the great recession, who had 

not one people don't talk about this, but not one ethical violation of eight years in office because 

everybody was screened and people would violated rules were fired. So what are you thinking?   

Avis DeWeever: I bet people are missing no drama Obama right now. This has been nothing but nonstop 

drama since this administration has been in the white house and we are not talking about the Russian 

drama that is being investigated. But for some reason --  

Bonnie Erbe: The hacking the election?  

Avis Jones-DeWeever:  Not only the hacking but the ties between the Russians and his campaign 

operatives. There are investigations going on right now. Every day he has a tweet going out and 

everyday there is an executive order. This is real-life in practice and all of the other very, very important 

issues that go to whether or not our nation has been co-opted by hostile foreign government is being 

glossed over because we are distracted by Ivanka trump's shoes.  

Bonnie Erbe: Your thoughts, very quickly?   

Manal Omar: Again for the silver lining there are so many things that are testing us both as a society and 

people and constitution and rule of law and we have to find ways to work together as a society and 

government and community. And I think we are beginning to see new ways of doing that.  

Bonnie Erbe: Let us know what you think. Please follow me on Twitter @bonnieerbe. From white house 

ethics to republican leaders censoring Sen. Elizabeth Warren. Former senator Jeff sessions was sworn in 

this week as attorney general but senate debate over his nomination may have boosted Massachusetts 

senator Elizabeth Warren's standing as a feminist leader. She was silenced on the senate floor while she 

was reading a letter by the late Coretta Scott king. Mrs. King wrote the letter opposing sessions' 

nomination to a federal Judgeship in 1986. Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell claims Warren was 

in direct violation of senate rule 19 which says senators cannot essentially, impugn another senator." 

Democratic senators and activists took to Twitter in defense of Warren creating the hashtag #letlizspeak 

and #shepersisted. Warren continued her speech on Facebook live gaining close to 3 million views.  



Bonnie Erbe: And it rose that was three million views while live and it's been viewed by millions more. 

She is on the list of potential female presidential candidates for 2020. Did this boost her standing or 

lower it?  

Manal Omar: I think it boosted, particularly between demographic that is sympathetic to the democrats. 

And there was concern about her vote on Ben Carson and others so it put her back in the frontlines into 

the limelight and it was a rallying cry for women.  

Bonnie Erbe: Because people oppose that she supported Ben Carson?  

Manal Omar: Because, she had not voted, yeah.   

Bonnie Erbe: Your thoughts?   

Patrice Lee: Another distraction from Elizabeth Warren, let's get the facts straight. She was going on a 

lengthy speech for 30 minutes. She was warned and then she continued to relent. I don't find that she is 

a civil rights hero which by reading the speech maybe she is trying to make that connection. She was 

bringing more discord and rhetoric to the floor of the senate. And I have found that --  

Bonnie Erbe: Lindsey Graham said afterwards that the censoring was long overdue. And does it look to 

you at all like a bunch of guys getting angry at a woman who has a mouth and uses it?   

Patrice Lee: Only if the six other female senators did not vote with the other 43 other senators to censor 

her because she was wrong. If we want to talk about female senators who disagreed with her and her 

diatribe then it is fair to say she was going too far and using it as a political platform to raise her 

perspective and her status.  

Avis Jones-DeWeever: The person who is a legitimate civil rights hero is Coretta Scott king and she was 

interrupted reading the cover letter to the 10-page written testimony the last time that sessions was up 

for nomination in terms of this federal judicial. You know what happened here, is that I take personal 

offense that she was stopped in relaying the very real concerns that Coretta Scott king expressed 

previously which is relevant to someone who will be the highest voice of law in the land moving 

forward. And that to me is what I think got people ruffled. I know it got me ruffled and one of the 

reasons why people took such offense. He did not just stop her saying anything. She was reading what 

was in congressional record already submitted and one could question if the rule that he imposed was 

correct because she was just reading what was already in the record.  

Bonnie Erbe: And male senators after her who went to read the rest of the letter and they were not 

censored.   

Ashe Schow: Because let's Go back to relaying the facts. She had been reading from Ted Kennedy who 

called sessions a disgrace. She was warned to stop. And went in with Coretta Scott king and it was not 

the entire letter that is why the male senators were allowed to read because they picked up where she 

left off. They were incensed where king wrote that Jeff sessions was using his office in order to keep 

blacks from voting.   



Avis Jones-DeWeever: And that is true.   

Ashe Schow: She was warned on and the male senators did not read those sections again that is why 

they were not censored the idea that it was Coretta Scott king was censored it was not her entire letter 

it was that passage.  

Avis Jones-DeWeever: The passage was in the statement.  

Ashe Schow:  It was not the initial statement.   

Avis Jones-DeWeever: That is irrelevant that it was part.   

Bonnie Erbe: One at a time. We don't have much time left. What are African-Americans thinking now 

that Jeff sessions is Attorney General?  

Avis Jones DeWeever: It is a dangerous time. Because actually Coretta Scott king's letter was going to his 

activist action against voting rights and that is something that is still under attack in America. And it's 

concerning because we have --   

Bonnie Erbe: North Carolina in this past election.   

Avis DeWeever: Absolutely, and Florida and you can go on and on and Wisconsin. And in addition we 

have cities under consent decrees and we have someone in office talking about law and order and 

talking about stop and frisk and someone in the justice department supposed to be the last line of 

defense between an overreaching government and the citizens and we've seen that this president has 

no Patience for someone who has the gall to stand up against him in favor of the constitution. He put a 

yes man in the department of justice and that to me is a threat to justice in this nation period.  

Bonnie Erbe: What are conservative black Americans thinking about it?   

Patrice Lee: They are thinking those in cities that are overrun with violence for decades are worried 

about insuring that law enforcement is restored and that people are arrested where need be and – 

criminal justice reform is not still an issue that I think a lot of black conservatives worry about and reach 

across the aisle on.  

Bonnie Erbe: What about voting rights?   

Patrice Lee: I think everyone agrees that everyone should be able to vote. Black conservatives agree 

with that position.   

Bonnie Erbe: Right. They agree with that position but is that the kind of justice department that sessions 

is going to run where he is -- when there are calls for shutting down voting rights is he going to enforce 

that?  

Ashe Sow: Asking people to show a photo ID to prove who they are?   

Bonnie Erbe: Right, whatever the requirements are.   



Patrice Lee: We want to ensure that the justice department is ensuring everyone qualified to vote and is 

able to vote is voting that there is not voter fraud. To paint all blacks with the same brush is not 

accurate.   

Bonnie Erbe: Trump did win 9% of the black vote and Hillary Clinton won 90%. So it's not too far off the 

mark to say the majority the way majority of African-Americans are not in support of this president?   

Avis Jones DeWeever: That would be the case definitely be the case or the blacks as he would say.  

Bonnie Erbe: Polarizing politics and personal relationships.   

According to a Reuter’s Ipsos poll the presidential election strained and fractured relationships between 

couples, family members and friends. 16% of those polled said they stopped talking to a family member 

OR close friend. 13% ended a relationship.   

Harville Hendrix: We have this network of a couple thousand therapies and on-line with them and it's 

really the case they are all talking to each other about how they are dealing with the impact of the 

political situation on the couples and that it's one of the most disturbing things that couples are bringing 

into the office now. It's surprising to me. When I was active, nobody had a conflict much over politics. 

They had conflict over sex or money or stuff like that. But politics?  

 Relationship experts Dr. Hendricks and his wife and partner Dr. Hunt says differences are real but 

couples, friends and family can get past them and learn to connect in other ways.  

Helen LaKelly Hunt: How I share my view of things can either end up with two people connected in 

difference or it can shut them down. It's not what you say it's how you say it when you bring up the 

issue in a way that does not make the person listening feel put down. And that's moving more into 

shifting from judgment to curiosity.  

Harville Hendrix:  If you want to stay polarized then argue about who is right. If you want to connect you 

have to accept each other's differences.   

Dr. Hendricks created relationship therapy a structured way of listening to someone else summarizing 

what they said and asking if they have more to say and taking turns sharing perspectives, participants 

often start out being resistant to a style of conversation.  

Harville Hendrix: Yes, it's like I don't want the structure. Well how is the way you’re doing working for 

you? 

Helen LaKelly Hunt: Once people experience it, they love the structure. Because it's safe.   

Harville Hendrix: Oh, yes.  

Helen LaKelly Hunt: It's just everybody goes; thank God at least I know I can count on the other listening 

to me.  

The structured approach works because of the general principles of brain science.   



Helen LaKelly Hunt: One of the great insights in neuroscience you cannot change your first thought but 

you can change your second and that is empowering. Because if someone says something and we are 

reactive we will let them have it and tell them how we feel but it is here from that lower brain the 

structure forces you out of the lower brain into your upper brain. Up here this part of the brain you can 

problem solve. And collaborate and cooperate. Down here the reactive part of the brain it's my way or 

the highway. You need to see my point of view. Or you are an idiot. How can anyone take your point of 

view? But the upper brain you may disagree at the end but you don't have to have split and damage to 

your relationship because you believe you have a different political perspective than the other.   

Bonnie Erbe: I get Manal, that in the world you live in which is religion, women, empower. And such, 

that you are very accepting of other people's positions because your job trained you to be that way. Do 

you agree with what they are saying to get -- obviously couples where one voted for Hillary and one for 

trump, you could see where that would be a different thing to live through?  

Manal Omar: Absolutely and I'm smiling because it triggers one of the things that I realized my marriage 

was failing was over a conversation over Trayvon Martin and I remember thinking to myself I do not 

think I can live with this person any longer. No matter your training it is not a matter of right or wrong. 

When I look at the elections and conversations I grew up in South Carolina and I know a lot of people 

that voted for trump and I need them to see me not talk politics but see I'm planning to expecting to be 

in a camp if things continue the way they are going and that is a real fear. Do not dismiss my fear. So I 

think it's not just a matter of right or wrong I think it's seeing people. The same way you are talking 

about people wanting jobs and income we need to see that part, too. And when we are able to see each 

other's pain and pain that is not transformed is transferred and that is what is happening post-election 

cycle.  

Ashe Schow: And people need to remember why did you like someone before politics? I mean I see all 

the messages on Facebook. I've defriended all these people. I have been muting people that are nonstop 

acrimony on Facebook. I do not want to delete them because we were friends before this. I have one 

person that is constantly shoving out the worst things and I you know what? We were in high school 

together and theater. I still love him. Like I'm not going to like cut him out of my life because of his 

political views and his fears. And I think more people need to just accept that the person might not be 

the worst person in the world. You liked them once for one reason and that part of them is still there.   

Bonnie Erbe: So what do you say? I still love you, but let's not talk politics.  

Patrice Lee: Yeah, sometimes it works in marriage. What is funny, when I had a friend that we disagree 

on politics but when I heard that she was in a car accident politics went out the window. It was about 

her and that relationship. And if we can get back to that point where we are individuals and we love one 

another politics will come and go. But we can treat each other with respect and remember that.   

Avis Jones DeWeever: That is certainly something to aspire to. I think the thing that makes this particular 

circumstance different is that this particular individual is uber divisive and very offensive and hateful in a 

lot of the things he says.   



Bonnie Erbe: And e-mails comparing him to Hitler and that by scholars, and that he slept with a one of 

Hitler's books by his bed for years in the 90s.   

Avis Jones-DeWeever: I'm not surprised to hear that. Listening to the explanation of what happens the 

neuroscience makes me think that maybe trump lives in the back of his brain. It's my way or the highway 

and having the volatile perspective seeps down.  

Bonnie Erbe: Have you the cutoff friends?   

Avis Jones DeWeever: I have. I have. There's nothing that I could imagine really even having to talk with 

that person about to be honest.   

Bonnie Erbe: Do you feel the same way?  

Manal Omar: It's more important than ever to speak to trump supporters I'm going out of my way going 

back to where I grew up back to Spartanburg and I'm trying to reach out but because I believe it's 

important for us to address this issue and it's not about people. 

Bonnie Erbe: That is it for this edition. Please follow me on Twitter and visit our website and whether 

you agree or think to the contrary, see you next week. 

[♪♪] 

For a transcript 

or to see an on-line version of 

this episode of to the contrary visit our 

website at pbs.Org/tothecontrary. [♪♪] 

[END] 


